
Response to the Journal Club by Dr. Katayama, which discusses the recent publication 

entitled “Apnea Associated with Brainstem Seizures in Cacna1aS218L Mice Is Caused by 

Medullary Spreading Depolarization” (Journal of Neuroscience 39 (2019): 9633-9644). 

 Dr. Katayama has made an effort to integrate the most important finding – that, in 

Cacna1aS218L mice, seizure-related spreading depolarization (SD) can cause respiratory arrest 

by invading the ventrolateral medulla – with previous literature on brainstem serotonergic 

dysfunction. He argues that serotonergic neurons are important for CO2-induced arousal, and 

that depression of neuronal functioning following brainstem SD would suppress this arousal. 

However, I would like to argue that serotonergic dysfunction is an unlikely trigger for 

initiation of the seizure-related apnea observed in Cacna1aS218L mice: serotonergic neurons 

regulate respiratory functioning (in)directly by modulating the output of preBötzinger 

interneurons and hypoglossal motorneurons. In contrast to serotonergic neurons, which are 

necessary for respiratory chemo-responsiveness, the preBötzinger complex is necessary for 

respiratory rhythmogenesis. In our study, the close correlation of respiratory arrest and SD in 

the ventrolateral medulla – where the preBötzinger complex is located – indicates that 

neuronal suppression in this area is the primary trigger of apnea. Although serotonergic 

neurons may provide input to the preBötzinger complex during SD, accelerate recovery of 

respiratory rhythm, and thus may contribute to prevent SD-induced fatal apnea, their 

dysfunction is unlikely to be the trigger of respiratory arrest in Cacna1aS218L mice. 

 Dr. Katayama maintains that, although (delayed) mechanical ventilation prevented 

death in the majority of Cacna1aS218L mice, a cardiovascular contribution to SUDEP in these 

mice cannot be ruled out. Again, however, I believe one has to make a distinction between 

causation and modulation. Failure of oxygen delivery to tissues is the eventual deleterious 

consequence of cardiovascular dysfunction, and our recordings of local oxygen partial 

pressure have been especially informative in this regard. Brainstem SD consistently preceded 

local hypoxia (Jansen et al, Fig. 7), while cortical hypoxia followed even later (Jansen et al, 

Fig. 8). These data indicate that brainstem SD occurred at a time of intact local and global 

(brain) tissue oxygenation, and thus effectively rule out a cardiovascular contribution to the 

onset of brainstem SD and respiratory arrest. However, the involved areas and timing of SD-

induced disruption of medullary cardiovascular control may render the apnea more or less 

likely to become fatal. 
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